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A b s t r a c t

Meaning of the F-matrix analysis i s discussed within the

quevk compound bag (QCB) model.The most general -version of

th is model i s considered Including the arbitrary coupling

between quark and hadronic channels and the arbitrary smearing

of the surface interaction region. The behaviour of F-matrix

poles as functions of matching radius ro ia discussed for

Го^б t where b i s the equivalent hadronic bag radius.

We show that, besides the bag pole the F~matrix in general has

extra poles arising due to the volume interaction inside the

bag, and present the criterion that enables one to distinguish

between two kinds of poles. We point out that the QCB model

lacks the phenomenon of compensation. The qualitative resu l ts

are i l l us t ra ted with the examples of F-matrix analysis of 7iN

scattering with I =J = 5/2 and HN scattering with 3е = О*

and 1*. In conclusion we present the parameters of an i l l u s t r a -

tive set of NN potentials that has been obtained from the P-mat-

r ix f i t to experimental data»
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High energy experiments show nucleons to be mad* op out of

the quarks / - ] / • In the H I bee «odel Л ? nuolcon i s considered

as a quark~gluon state confined in a cavity with the radius

Ел»1 fa. At the smaller distances the И interaction that tra-

ditionally пав been calculated In terms of boson exchange be-

coaea nonlocal and most incorporate the onderlyiAe qoArk stru-

cture >

She central problem of nodexa nuclear physics ia to deduce

the HIT potential directly froa. QQD» fhe major difficulty here

i s that the typical distances for low energies are not very

small» so не l ive in a infrared slavery «bare QpD nonlinear and

nonperturbati've effects are known to be important» Several

attempts have recently been sade to derive the ШВ force from the

non-relativistic quark model or the two-centre MIS bag model.

Two methods have been explored familiar for atomic and nuclear

physics* One of these uees the analogy between colour ainglets

and neutral atoms. I t starts from the Born-Oppenheimer (or

Heities-London) approximation /V» the energy of th* 6-goark

system after subtraction the relative kinetio energy between

the nucleons being identified witii the ШГ potential. I t has
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been found that the adlabatic potentials Indeed predict the

repulsion between the nucleons, however, their contribution at

sero distance i s very small /V md can not explain the nature

of the repulsive core in the ЮГ interaction. Another approach

used the ВШ applied to the 6-quark HamiltGBian to calculate the

phase-shifts for ЖМ scattering / У « d the deuteron properties

/У« An obvious shortcoming of the SOM i s that one should cot

off the spurious long range part of the van der Taals forces

CUt that вал Incompatible with experimental data in ДО scattering

and in the Cavendish experiment /в/.

In spite of the technical differences the main feature of

the above two approaches i s the assumption at oat adlabatic tran-

sition between the region of small distances where two nucleons

overlap and the region of large distances where nucleons cannot -,

exchange gluon taxless a quark i s also interchanged. Recently, ^

the quark compound bag (QPB) model has been suggested {°J which

i s la a sence an alternative to the adiabatie approximation. In

this model one assumes that the interaction between hadronic '

bags contains the strong serf ace term at the QCB boundary г ~ b

where two bags merge into the compound 6-qoark bag. At distances

r > b the nuelecns remain unpolariied and their interactions

can be described la terms of conventional OBS potentials. At

distances r < b the И potential i s governed by quark-gluon

dynamics.

An important Ingredient of the Q£B model i s the P-matrix

method, originally suggested by Jaffe and Low /1Q7, since this

method allows us to connect the parameters of the QCB model to j

the ЛГ observable*. Ob the other hand, the фВ model in prin- j
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dple provides laaablgoua interpretation of the results of the

different P-aatrlx analyses known la literature /11-15/•

In this paper we investigate properties of tbe F-aartix la

the QBB nodal. The latter ia first reviewed in 8eet. 2 «ad thea

applied to calculate tbe P-aatrix in Sect. 3» Ve consider here

tbe aeat general -variant of tbe aodel with tbe arbitrary coupling

between badron and'quark ebanoela and arbitrary value for tbe

thickness of surface interaction region. We fix the radios b

of tbe hadrooie equivaleat bag and investigate EjOt) . the

P-aetrix pole position, as a function of tie Batching radios x>0

both for ro> b and ro< b. Ia addition to the pole EG

arising from tbe surface interaction and corresponding to

QpB we find extra P-aatrix poles Ц»Оь) t B » 1»2,... «nose

position dependaon tbe tolas* interaction of nueleon olnsters

Inside a» qpB. tbe criterion i s given that enables as to die- ;

tingaish the letters from f̂  &•) • Ve point also that the

QCB aod»l lacks the pbenoaaaoa of pole ctdBpeasatien pre'vloaely

suggested la refs* /%»137.

fbe qoalltatlw results of Sect. Ъ «HI be illoatrated ia

Sect. 4 with the examples of JT/V soatterlag with I « J « V2

and ШГ scattering «lth J^ = Of*" and 1*. fheae two exaaples cor-

respond to two extrem regiaes of the qoark-badron coupling» lor

ЗМ aeattering quark content of hadroas and QSB ia different,

so tfce coupling can be safely neglected. On the contrary, for

ПГ scattering quark content of hadrona i s the «aae as for the

Q5B and the coupling appears to be strong. She behaviour of the

pole trajectories has been found to be la agreeaant with the

results of general discussion ef Sect. 3. In particular, «v>
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predict c Wty* Ь.бТвеТ"""1 and the earreepaodlng QP1 mass

,e9 s J.b вет •> .
l e conclude, in Beet. 5, by presenting a set of simplified

% 1 and 1 8 0 Ш potentials obtained by the f itt ing the parameters

of tbe QSB potential to existing experimental data.

2ш Жпс1еаг farce» In thf QCrF ntHtel

In this section we give a brief review of the фВ model.

More {hoiroagbju* discussion can be found In refs. /9,16/*

Consider scattering of nofsleons as 3-quark bags witb the

radius S« I f the nude one do not overlap (relative distance

r > 2B) the gltten eaachwngo i s forbidden due to tbe colour con-

finement and 1-gg reduces either to the exchange of the corre-

lated qq pairs CVQ or to OffiP. Iven when the nucleons begin - i

overlap, the volume of tills overlap i s f irst small enough, so

the OBBP would be correct in some region r < 2B. She crucial

asaumption of the QES model i s that there i s some distance i ,

(£ < b < 2&) where the sharp transition of asymptotic hadronic

state into the QPB occurs, this assumption corresponds to the

usual cluster formalism ansatx for the two nucleoax wave function

V" i s which quark and hadronic degrees of freedom are

treated on the same footing i

These values are la agreement with the results by Los-Alamos
group ouoted las.
P.J.Mulders and АЛ'.Пюяав. Preprint Ш.34*>СЕШ1, 1982.
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where V^ i s She wave function of QCB «fail» VQ/ describes

tin» relative motion of nuoleon 5-qnark clusters and contains

all asyaptoiics at r -•«» *'• fhe ^ / differs fro» «его
both inside and outside QCB. On the contrary, Wi i s nonaero

only in the Internal region г£Ъ. This function contains new

degrees of freedom compared to T^£ , in particular, 5^,

oainly coneiats of coloured dusters BgBg both for d^ and

<S4/>a quark configuratiotts/1^* The essential point here

that Щ*, can be treated as a -vector in the space of states

confined to the internal regions

tdisre

В being the total б-quark Easdltonian. This property of ^

provides the existence of the surface effects in the KH in-

teraction and eventualy bridges the gap between the short-dis-

tance perturbative Q0D and the long-range OBB forces» Indeed,

using the standard technique of cluster expansions we can e l i-

minate quark coordinates and obtain the Schroedinger equation

(4)

* We uo not show explicitly colour, spin and Isospin variables
in. eq. (1) which are assumed to be present*
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ТПГ * TfflB 0(зЧ>) *nd "fy^y describee the interaction

of node on dusters la the QpB. Because of the quark con-

finement, the Green function of the QOB has only tbe point

spectrum, so the V^^ ie the separable operate?. After se-

parating spin and angular variables the kernel of this operator

can be written as *^

v r ., * ~ MAW»)

1^ are the eieemraloes in eq. (5). It follows fron ge-

neral theory of cluster expansions tliat the fjfoE) linearly

depends on energy and can be defined as the radial part of over-

lap Integral

•base f̂  are the coordinates of the quarks in the QCB. A

farther simplification of espression for £?Cr>*) can be

aehieved i f one uses the decoaposition of V^ into 2q-clusters.

As result* *he «Merlep integral (6) can be paraiietrized by a

few constants and the wave function Ot(f) describing the

relative motion of the 3q dusters* Such the procedure, first

suggested in /IV» leads to the following expression for

Below we generally suppress the orbital mosentum index 1
except when explicitly needed.



She second term in eq. (?) describes the volume Interaction

of the 3q dusters end will be dlacoaaod below* the first term

corresponding to the energy-independent surface interaction can

be expressed through tbe overlap Integral (6) with S subaUtatod

by 1 ; • It Is clear that f^(r ) » О for r * Ъ because of

eq. (3). But

tola raslo&.

eq. (3). But Jyf (г) « О for r > Ъ becaose Wj ^anlabee i s

where Cg i s soae eoastsat sad the function oCr) differs

from zero only la the region r_£ r £ r̂ » г. ж Ъ £ Д /2 where

the surface interaction i s essential. Vormolisatloa of О (r)

i s soeh that £•+$&-£) wisea 4-*0 • We shall use below

tiie simplest solvable model

d • • • * ( 9 )

She volume term in eq. (7) contains the parameter ж# that

measures aon-orthogonalitgr of hadronie and quark cbaaaels» for

X j t O these channels do not overlap sad are coupled only oa

the boundary of the QPB« JBxamples are the J>- end A -re-

sonances for which the quark eoatsat of hadvonic channel differs

from that of the QSB. for 4 -wave KB* scattering (assuming the

4., configurntion of the QSB) one can obtain the pare
'A



algebraic estimation

MM
«here ffo i s the fractional parentage coef f ic ients for 0*

or Л* dibaryons £\$?» This estimation, however, does s o t account

for both the possible deformation of the Jq clusters inside the

QPB and the threshold faotors ( for 1 / 0 ) . So we expect that the

experinental values of X? should be l e e s that tha theore t i -

cal -value given in eq. ( 1 0 ) . lo l loping ref . f\& «e uae below

a convinient choice for QfCr) ^ e<l*

«here the noraalisation constant can be easily expressed in

terms of the Beseel functions»

*•»

(*) for г rf г
+
 has a straightforward solution. We de>

(13)

for simplicity we consider below only one: QCB state except
forSect . 5§ where two CCB states, wi l l be introduced.



«here Л/»У£ Ck*)4,Ckr) , Or, for'/ i s the free Oreen fonc~

tions

and the following abbreviation bat» been used

(15)

о о °
Bxpllcit expa?esaioae for tb* d -venw intngrals (15) **•

la Appendix*

If the OS intaraction la oaitrted from eq. (*), tbm «fa*

solution for г > r+ la also given by •<}. (13)» la *Ь* сам

iriiaa ^ O B B Is taken lato aeeoont the war* function fox т >

can be obtained by nnaarieal latagration of the Scnroedlnger

equation fro» r » r^ eutvard to infinity with tba boundary

condition UiOiT,r+) from eq. (13).

Tho bag яодвХ originally anggaated to describe tha spectra

of qq and qqq ayatean led in a natural way to tha prediction

of nultiquark atatea. For example the 6-qoark atatea D(1,0* (

2.24) «ad D(0,1* t 2.16) ham bean predicted In th* НГ Motor

/"197f where we oaa the notation Л>С^ЛО^ M* J • »or aolt io

quark states the cunfineaent ocadition i « not valid sine* these

atatea акт consist of two clusters each in a colour alagl*t.
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Bevertheleest there Is a connection between the multiqaaxfe

states calculated under assumption of total confinement ("pri-

mitives" according to the terminology by Jaffe and Low) and

intermediate energy hadron scattering. This connection is es-

tablised through the B-aatrix that for the simplest саде of

one-channel scattering is the logarithmic derivative of the

scattering wave function

Об)

where dot aeans the derivative with respect to the radial va-

riabls r . Suggestion by Jaffe and Low /^Q7 is that the P-eat-

rix pole when evaluated at a special value of r
o
 corresponds to

primitive. In the QjOB model we can immediately justify the an-

sats (16). Indeed, letting Д s 0 and *©«£ «« obtain from

(13)

p
where kj corresponds to Ey , so that P(k,b) has a pole
*t В - 1 ^

»e now discuss how the Jaf fe-Low phenomenologieal ansats
one

should be modified ifAtakes into account the smearing of the

surface interactien. Let us f ix the equivalent bag radios b and

consider the P-mtrlx as the function of the matching radius r f t.

For simplicity we omit the long-range interaction so the .^mat-

rix in oar model may be found i s the expl ic i t form. In parts-

eularv for 4 ««eve scattering
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where о i s the scattering phase shift. On the other hand,

the B-aatrix cam be expressed in terms of the parawtera of

where

The quantities R c 3 C • • • ^ P * ^ °в t b » parameters of the

Q£B potential bat do not depend on ro ; their explicit ex-

pressions иау be found In Appendix. The functions X>̂  » P*O,1,

can be obtained froai N^ by replacing coa кго -»• sin кг^ ,

•dwvKro -•- fios2.r0 • **• aention also that the Pv4<«^ say be

alternatively rewritten in the form

) з ft

with

R » F-
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•e describe now the behaviour of the P-aatrix pole tare»

jectory ae a function of fi . Xhe latter satisfies the

«qwxtion

(22)

for Z'0>z>

<t. tbie ogoatien has a solution Er̂ Cfe) tbat corres-

ponds to tbe QCB. SI» trajectory fyOb) i s soeh that i s

tdM limit of a avail tbiek&ees of the surface interaction region,

й+0

wbere E$ i s an elgenTaloe ia eq.

What happens witu this trajectory at rQ < r+ ? A staple

exaainetioa shorn that for rQ < r_ tbe t^Cro) disappears

at a l l . Tor r. < г-ф< Г+. the trajectory i s s t i l l present

bet the afEtCtj/cJr» в»»» ** «•» «*»ва r o -> Г...

Because the xeeidae X(p») at ti» B-aatrlz pole i s propor-

tional to «lE^Cr*)/ti<b * * h i s residue alno goes to «его

when re -• r. * and aa a result t the bag trajectory Tanisbee

for r o < r_, Ve illustrate this behaviour with a alaple exam-

ple, setting acjm О and considering for simplicity {ц&*с Л.

Then, i t жау Ъе verified by explicit calculation that
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In particular, for ro* % we obtain

However, in practice the correction to Ey ia vary amalls

taking a typical value of 'ПЫС$ » 0.1 to?2 w» obtain £cr the

mass shifting cf 0*002 GeV for & « 0*1 fa. Ivan for tba «oft

version of the QpB model the shift i s compatible with ambi-

guities of the pole position dut> to the different paraaetri*a-

tions of the P-matrix /12/ or to the different eholses of

long-range interactions / 1 4 / .

Foto, that i f the smooth function S(r) ia eq. <8) ia

used, e.g. SG-)**/^ 4*/C<M)*+A#] 1**b &*•&,
then the bag trajectory wi l l not« str ict ly speaking, disappear.

However» the residue A<fe) will be negligible» aa before,

for rm outside the sneaking region.

Thue, the P-aatrix can be»always written Lx the form

where we have separated the contribution of the QpB pole, this

i s not, however, the only P-aatriX pole. Xxtra pole* eoae £?oa

P ^»*e) ' v e rof'er to these poles as the potential ones*

Existence of the latters becoaee especially clear by considering

again the case when there i s not volume coupling between hadron

and quark channels, oc^ = 0. fhen we obtain

and
, (25)
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If Xy£ 0 the potential poles are s t i l l present, their po-

sition being defined by equation

J- ел £го<т„х?(е-е*)ажш0. (26)

I t la important to realise that a l l the polo trajectories

ax* present in the outside region, though in this region they

are Jistorted by the surface interaction. Kie bag trajectory

for r^» b does not substitute for any of the potential ones

but i s aixply added to the lat£ers. So, the QCB model lacks

the procedure of compensation that has been suggested in /"1Q7

and has bean explored in /12/ to find the analytical parasist-

rixation of the P-matrix.

We no» proceed to the central point of our discussion.

In practice the P-aatrix analysis i s made, in which the only

inputs are the experimental S-matrix and the theoretical long-

-range interaction» Such the procedure may be justified, how-

ever» only for re-jfc4 ( r e > r v in our model), the radius

b being a priory unknoim. If we use eq. (17) to calculate the

pole position for I©* fV » we obtain the false branch of

trajectoxy« «hile the genuine one will be defined by equation

i/g(t>?m) » 0 «here (JgC^to) i s the exact wave function

(13) of the <5CB model.

In 7 ig . 1 we show the behaviour of trajectories Etf(r°)

and Ef>(rm) for a special case aĉ  = 0, b = 6.1 GeV1,

Д * 1,6 GeT~'. The most dramatic feature i s the strong non-

linear dependence of the false branch of EfOo) on the ra-

dios r9 near the QCB boundary ro~ $ . This behaviour

maj be qualitatively described by considering the f i rst
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derivative Д€$/Дго • For the genuine trajectory this

derivative approaches zero аз ro-+r^ .On the contrary „

for the false trajectory j J6^/dr9 J reaches i t s казПваш

value for го+Г„ . Correspondingly, the second derivative

«l̂ E^/eff©* shows the typical bell-like behaviour for

For the potential trajectory the situation i s just opposite

as may be also seen froa Fig. 1. Note that in our model example

with actf s 0 the Б^Сгч) ** *e~£ begins to deviate

froa the free P-natrix trajectory. He shall explore this pro-

perty in next Section to find the value of b for ЖЫ scat-

tering. Vote that in our model we can easily distinguish the

false branches of the bag and pole trajectories, since

О , but Т а tfalee branches, r a /v b )

«5© аГ 0

Thereby, our model provides a useful criterion for the qualita-

tive estimation of the equivalent hadron radios b t we expect

the region of where the trajectory С^ОЧ) shows a rapid

rise to be corresponded to the actual value of b .

Note also that the P-matrix (17) calculated for Г4<£ (in

our «ode 1 for re < 0*5 b) say violate the Wigcer condition

/&Q7 <kP/^ £0 for snail energies. This violation can

be attributed to the fact that eq. ( 17) does not account the

surface and voluas HH interectioa inside the QPB.

- 4. S3campJ.es

Consider two examples to illustrate the developaent of the

last section.
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•> 3H scattering with I»3/2, J*a3/2+, In tbia case tht

thrve-quark QCB with the quantua nuabera of the Л -resonance

will be dominant In the sun over bag states. Because the quark

content of the QCB and bsdron channels i s different, one can

put X? s Of contribution of the other bags (like q q ,

etc . ) can be neglected to good approxiaation. I t i s clear fro»

the resuite of last section that for Xp = О we are to observe

two poles of the P-matrix, the f irst corresponding to the QCB

state and the second corresponding to the pole of the free

P-matrix sl ightl j aodified by the surface interaction. Just

the same situation i s seen at experiment. Neglecting the final

state interaction we «rite the one channel P-matrix for p-wave

scattering as

where & i s the p-wave scattering phase shift* ?ig. 2 shows

the trajectories £^Cr«) and EpOe) that have been obtained

from the experimental JfN phase shift in the (5,3) wave

/^17» Rote that for the p-wave the potential pole l i e s above the

bag one. i f we neglect the smearing of the surface interaction

then we can define the equivalent hadron EB&IKG QS the value

of ro for which, the potential pole begin* to deviate fro*

the free P-matrix pole, defined by equation kr9 ctq hro •* 4 .

In this way we obtain b = 6.67 GeV • With this value for b,

the QCB mass i s £^ = 1.3 GeV- We aention that i t i s the latter

mass that ehould be used for the confined QCB state in the HI?

bag model in which the coupling to asymptotic hadrcnic states
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i s neglected, lecoant of this coupling results in the shift

of the S-aatrix pole with respect to the P-uatrix one. Becall

that i t i s «be S-aatrix pole that i s given in che Particle

Data Group fables.

b) ЖН acat-^r^iy with j ^ ж О* *т\Л, "]*- As i t was discussed

in the Beet. 3» theoretically we «ay expect the strong depen-

dence of E$Cr+) i& the region Гог*ъ • Shis son-linear

dependence «ay be clear seen «lien considering the large in-

terval of values of I* • In Tigs. 5»* we show the S o and

^^-^D» P-eatrix pole trajectories for r# £ 15 GeV~1.

for the 16Q channel we use the YPZ-6D phase shifts /2^7 for

ТЪ6 -ICO MeTaadtta» phase shifte by Dobois e t al. /5J7 for

SL ^ 142 MeT, so «e* neglect the large \ 0 inelasticity found

Is /S27. She Eaaada-Johnrton potential /^*7 has been taken as the

long-range interaetion for r>ro . I n the coupled 3^""5Л>|

channels «e use the VPI-SB data and the Ж1 jaegen (SB poten-

t ia l /257 * } - • • '

In both cases the P-aatrix has only one pole in the energy

region *!,;£ 1 GeY «here experiaental data are now available * * \

The behaviour of trajectories as fu&cU,on of Го shows that these

poles are the qpB ones. The fact of absence of the f irst poten-

t ia l pole **") lapoees the etrong l ie i tat ion on the paraeeters

I t «as shown in ref. /I?/ -mat in this case the account of
the residual interaction i s necessary to reaove the spu-
rious Г-aatrla pole coupled aainly to the ^ channel.
See, however, Sect. 5 below.

Sb* second potential pole in the energy interval considered
appears at ro«« 13 GeT"*1 and i s irrelevant for our analysis.
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of the фЛ potential and» la particular, exclodea the saall

value* of ж? • Thla ••ana 4nat tfaa nooloon clusters In

tha qSB are only slightly deformed, ao tba siaple algebraic

eatiaationa should be valid /16/ preeoriblng that *>~ У.

5» Illustrative aat of the ОСВ model potentials

The procedure of finding toe paraaetere of the фВ model

potential sooeiata of f itting the experimental Р-aatrlx by the

corresponding expreasion (17). We have noted in previous section

that the experimental 1BQ and % . - h>^ P-aatrices has only

one pole for *£,.< 1 6«T« l e t , strictly ape aiding, i t i s not so.

Sxperisental data do not exclude a possibility of exietiag of an

extra potential pole vith a aaall residue . The corresponding

S-aatrix pole eould be seen in experiment as a email irregu-

larity of phase shifts within a small energy interval. There-

fore, sore precise phase shift analyses for Tj, £ 400 MeV would

have a great iaportance for the problem of finding the QSB

model paraooters. Heverthelesst based on existing experimental

altuation one should choose the P-aatrlx eolations for which

the Po&»b) in eq. (24) has no pole for I j ^ i GeT. We

have found that this condition automatically aelecta out the

solutions with Xj • 1| at any rate, i f we neglect the smearing

of the surface interaction and long-range interaction.

ka an example we show in Table 1 the parameters of tha 's^

and 18Q potentials obtained froa the P-aatrix analysis at a

fixsd value r0 = b. I t i s important to realise that to f i t

the P-aatrix at any value ro>r9 i t i s sufficient to f i t

the P-aatrix at apecial value P# = b. The P-aatrix being
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fitted at Го - b, ню obtain equally good f i t for other values

of rm using equation (20). We fix the parameters b , Д = 0

and X = 1 t the latter value corresponds to a mnximal strong

energy dependence, s t i l l compatible with causality /20/. To

describe the low-energy behaviour we introduce the second QPB

pole with, the parameters C% » £» ш & * » = °< Exact value of

£z i s not essential unless ^ *> 4 GeT. So we «ay put
2

and ^-»oo provided that *"»*<!»/£* = § would
be reaalaed constant* Such the procedure leans that we add an

extra term . § $Сг-&) to the separable potential ( 5 ) ,

in which the parameter ^ should be fixed to describe the

experimental values of the singlet of t r i p l e t np scattering

length.

Vote that i f w* neglect the long rang* interaction, then the

eeatteriBg lenght and the effective radius can be directly re-

lated to B(o) and Jb« % £ 4 Ш -

for the ease of the two QBB with щ £ 0 bat эс, = О we get

H(o)« 1'^мс1Н/е1*^щсг^^тмщг(1^^со^)/^> (27)

kZ
Sto quantities V and •*l&j arc defined by eqa. (121) and

U.3).
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ХаЫ* 2 illustrates the quality of the fit. It compares the

predicted -valo»a of the
 1

8g aid % i phases with th# experi-

mental ones» We obtain a rather satisfactory description, of

experimental data in the region 9^ £ 650 MeV eacept of the ef>

radios which in oar model is loner than the experimental

by 10-25%. This deficiency can be easily eliainated by

including the final state Interaction effects.

Oar examples have an illustrate character and show that the

echeae discussed in this paper nay be easily fit op to describe

experimental data. More coaplete results for S Q and Зв^-Зц

ЛЯ channels with account of long range interaction will be pub-

lished elsewhere.

•e are grateful to Profs. TuJUSiaonov and K.A.Ser-Varti-

rosyan for useful discussions*
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gable 1» Parameters of QCB model potentials and the corres-

ponding effective range parameters '

V, .4
Ъ, GeiT'1

f>, GeV
«$,«*

C,GeV1/2

a, fa
rg fa

6.7
0.3695
0.2556

0.3680
0.1974
5.420
1.511

*) {]» poles of P-natriac Л7,х£>-2*
value of чп# = О.

ФаЪ1е 2. Comparison of 1

.938162 Ge7

Eheoretical

7.6
0,5640
0.2173

0.2856
0e1348

-23.744
2.019

n^ are shovn;we use

and experimental

the

phase shifts for nucleon-nucleon scattering

TL,He7 Ллеог ^ exp.

50
100

•150
200

300
400

550
600
650

1,S37
1.112
0.769
0.546

0.379
0.135

^0.045 ,
-0.C254

^о;з15
-0.372

1a820±p.014
1.0764,0.017
0.746iP.0i2
0,481^0.010
O.357lP.O11

О.рббдр.СНЗ
-0.036jt0.0i2
-a*254tf.03i
-0*3261,0*018
-<>«35*iO.O27

25
50

100
142

210

325
*&
515
580

ego

0.951
0.752
0.467
0.288
0.065

-0.-^95
4>.347
-0.444-
-O.$99
•4*5*7

0.890+0.004
O.7O71P.0O2
0.*36±p.009
0.281+0.008
O.074+P.008

-0.1711.0.008
-O.354±0.O05
-0.413*0.006

-0.518+P.005
>O.531±p.025
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Explicit expressions for the integrals, Introduced in eq.

(15) are given below for S-wave scattering* We bare

where

и
г.Md

 к
ел.»

the normalization constant N has been defined by eq* (12).

7/e need the function C^o^)C
r
) only for Г*Г+. , in this ease

~ iff

At l a s t , for V.TY<ro±tJ we have

£«c -X*&-e*fR*, (A.5)

where г*, г* '

г- г-
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г. I
®с» - J Jr J

J
0 0

U # 8 )

Substituting these expressions into eg, (13) end taking the

logaritbaic derivative (16) we arrive at eqs. (18), (20), where

we have denoted



Fig. 1. Comparison of geniune and false branches ot the
P-matrix pole trajectories* The dotted-dasked curve
corresponds to the pole of the free P-aatrix fcec£gK<o
for ro <• r_ th i s curve coincides with the genuine
branch of potential trajectory (b = 6.1 GeV"*1, 6 -
= 1.6 GeV"1, cCo a O, Sy s 2.28 GeV, "VCj ~ 0 # 1 ) #
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2s*

i3

f i g . 2« Trajectories of P-matriz poles in 3W scattering
with IaJm3/2» Solid carves - genuine branches of
trajectories, dashed curves - false branches. The
dotted-dasb0d curve corresponds to equation
krm<ltgkr9 •< ; **>r r*& i this carve coin-

cides with the genuine branch of potential trajectory.
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CE7
1.0

0.8

C.5

0.*

0.2

3. P-satrix pole in HH scattering with r = 0*



1.0

0.75

0.50

0.25

%-ь,

fig. 4. ?-aatrix pole In ЯЯГ tctttering with
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